
NSX OFFERS A 

BETTER APPROACH

The IT Solution Experts

With VMware NSX’s software-defined approach to network security, organizations 
can overcome some of their biggest challenges. On top of creating a better 
approach to securing data centers through micro-segmentation, NSX is a platform 
that automates the delivery of other leading next-generation security solutions.

The Power of 
Micro-segmentation

Micro-segmentation has always been 
an option for data center security, but it’s 

traditionally been unfeasible because of sheer 
workload volume and cost. But with network 

virtualization from VMware NSX, it becomes a 
cost-effective reality that helps protect an 

organization against threats that get behind 
perimeter security.
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Security policies aligned 

with logical groups:

Each workload has its 

own perimeter defense:

Isolation across 

individual networks: 

Enables Zero 

Trust networking: 

Security policies are 
applied to VMs in a 

security group

They move with 
workloads, staying in-sync 

during changes

No communication 
across unrelated 
networks or VMs

Everything is assumed 
to be a threat in a 
Zero Trust model
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Along with creating a better overall approach to data 
center security, NSX integrates seamlessly with leading 
security providers. It provides dynamic service insertion 
capabilities for advanced security solutions, embedding 

functions directly into the hypervisor.
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DATA CENTER PERIMETER

Extend NSX’s distributed 
firewalling capability with 

Fortinet’s advanced firewall

Protect against known 
and unknown threats 

with Palo Alto Networks’ 
next-gen firewall

Deliver multi-layered 
defenses and get 

comprehensive visibility 
into trends and threats

Secure your virtualized 
environments with fast, 

lightweight anti-malware

WHAT ARE THE OUTCOMES?

With NSX, you get security that keeps up effectively with virtualization, and a more secure 
data center that’s prepared to do battle in today’s threat landscape.

TO DATA CENTER SECURITY

NSX enables 
automatic 
provisioning 
of advanced 
security solutions

Other Leading 
Security Solutions

vCenter or NSX 
Manager

Context and 
Communication
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Accelerate the 
deployment of key 

applications

Deploy next-generation 
security in an 

automated fashion

Eliminate operational 
complexity and 

manual processes 

Ensure consistent, 
scalable security 

that’s easily managed

Leverage cloud services 
without worrying 

about security

Our recent Spiceworks 

survey cements the 

importance of NSX for 

data center security

Over half of IT professionals want a 
security solution that provides real-time 
reaction to potential threats1

With end users being the greatest threat 
to security, automation is a huge benefit1

Do your priorities align with 
other IT professionals?

find out 

Learn More About 
VMware NSX
Reach out today to talk to one of our security experts. We’ll discuss your 
challenges and show you how NSX can help you secure your data center.
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1July 2016 Spiceworks Survey of IT Decision Makers Sponsored by MicroAge
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